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In a brief rationale, please provide the following information relative to the book you would like
added to the school’s book collection for classroom use. You may attach additional pages as
needed.
Book Summary and summary citation: (suggested resources include book flap summaries,
review summaries from publisher, book vendors, etc.)
The action follows 11-year-old protagonist Lyra Belacqua, accompanied by her daemon, from her
home at Oxford University to the frozen wastes of the North, on a quest to save kidnapped children
from the evil 'Gobblers,' who are using them as part of a sinister experiment. Lyra also must rescue
her father from the Panserbjorne, a race of talking, armored, mercenary polar bears holding him
captive. Joining Lyra are a vagabond troop of gyptians (gypsies), witches, an outcast bear, and a
Texan in a hot air balloon.
Provide an instructional rationale for the use of this title, including specific reference to the
OLSD curriculum map(s): (Curriculum maps may be referenced by grade/course and indicator
number or curriculum maps with indicators highlighted may be attached to this form)
5. Read purposefully and automatically, using comprehension and self-monitoring strategies.
13. Analyze plot, character, theme, point of view and setting in varied genres.
10. Examine author's purpose and style.

Include two professional reviews of this title: (a suggested list of resources for identifying
professional reviews is shown below. Reviews may be “cut and pasted” (with citation) into the
form or printed reviews may be attached to the form)
Review #1
Publishers Weekly: If Pullman's imagination dazzled in the Victorian thrillers that culminated with
The Tin Princess, in this first volume of a fantasy trilogy it is nothing short of breathtaking. Here
Earth is one of only five planets in the solar system, every human has a daemon (the soul embodied
as an animal familiar) and, in a time similar to our late 19th century, Oxford scholars and agents of
the supreme Calvinist Church are in a race to unleash the power that will enable them to cross the
bridge to a parallel universe. The story line has all the hallmarks of a myth: brought up ignorant of
her true identity, 11-year-old Lyra goes on a quest from East Anglia to the top of the world in
search of her kidnapped playmate Roger and her imprisoned uncle, Lord Asriel. Deceptions and
treacheries threaten at every turn, and she is not yet certain how to read the mysterious truth-telling
instrument that is her only guide. After escaping from the charming and sinister Mrs. Coulter, she
joins a group of "gyptians" in search of their children, who, like Roger, have been spirited away by
Mrs. Coulter's henchmen, the Gobblers. Along the way Lyra is guided by friendly witches and
attacked by malevolent ones, aided by an armored polar bear and a Texan balloonist, and nearly
made a victim of the Gobblers' cruel experiments. As always, Pullman is a master at combining
impeccable characterizations and seamless plotting, maintaining a crackling pace to create scene

upon scene of almost unbearable tension. This glittering gem will leave readers of all ages eagerly
awaiting the next installment of Lyra's adventures.

Review #2
School Library Journal
Gr 5 Up-Accompanied by her daemon, Lyra Belacqua sets out to prevent her best friend and other
kidnapped children from becoming the subjects of gruesome experiments in the far north.

What alternate text(s) could also fulfill the instructional requirements?
Title: Catherine, Called Birdy
Author:
Karen Cushman
Title: House of the Scorpion
Author:
Nancy Farmer
Title:
Author:
Title:
Author:
Title:
Author:
Title:
Author:
Document any potentially controversial content:
References to religious concepts.
Keeping in mind the age, academic level, and maturity of the intended reader, what is the
suggested classroom use: (check all that apply)
Gifted/Accelerated
GRADE LEVEL(S):

Regular
6

At Risk
7

8

9

10

11

12

Reading level of this title (if applicable): Grade 7
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Suggested Professional Literary Review Sources:
School Library Journal
Horn Book
Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books
VOYA (Voice of Youth Advocates)
Library Journal
Book Links
Publisher's Weekly
Booklist
Kirkus Review
Wilson Library Catalog
English Journal (and other resources of the National Council of Teachers of English)
The Reading Teacher (International Reading Association)
Literature for Today’s Young Adults

